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General Description
DiffractGUI uses some new graphical control elements. Allthough these control elements may be
known from other Windows applications, the following sections will give a short general introduction
to them.
As a general overview, the picture below shows the main types of control elements and gives the
names for them, as they will be used through this documentation.

Main Button

Quick Access Toolbar
Style Selector
Ribbon Categories

Ribbon

Ribbon Panels

Panes
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The Main Button (Application Button)
The Main button contains a set of general commands, like New, Open, Save etc. and the list of most
recent used command.dat files. As usual, each of these listed files can be opened and loaded by a
simple mouse click. It should be noted that the main button can not be customized by the user.
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The Ribbon
The ribbon is the major control element, replacing the menues used in previous versions. Although
the ribbon of DiffractGUI contains all known commands, it is not a 1-to-1 replacement of the menu,
having a slightly different structure, which reflects better the new graphical possibilities. A ribbon is
composed of one or more ribbon categories, only one of them can be made visible at once. One
could switch between the categories with the tabs on the upper area of the ribbon. It should be
noted, that in DiffractGUI, additional actions may be invoked when some of the categories are
selected. For example, when the GeoSys-category is selected, the GeoSysView window is
automatically opened.
The ribbon can be minimized, in which case it shows up only the tab-row of the categories. They popup automatically when selected and collapse back when any command of it has been executed.
Normal appearance:

Minimized ribbon:

To switch between the two modi, use the „Minimize the Ribbon“ command, as indicated in the
pictures. To open the popup-menu, perform a mouse right-button click somewhere on the ribbon
area.
For convenience, the buttons of each category are imparted into one or more panels. This grouping
should make easier to find some desired command-button one may search for.
Keyboard accelerators:
The individual command-buttons of the ribbon can be accessed also with the keyboard only, by using
the keyboard accelerator keys.
First, press the ALT-Key to see the available accelerator keys and choose the desired ribbon category
with the indicated key (for example, press ‚M‘ to choose the Main-category):
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Next, press desired key-sequence (for example, press the key ‚D‘ followed by ‚A‘ to save the current
state of the panes):
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The Quick Access Toolbar
The quick access toolbar is a fully customizable set of icon-buttons assembled above or below the
ribbon. It can be easily set-up to display often used commands, hence avoiding tedious navigation
through the ribbon categories, each time one may need that specific command. In DiffractGUI, a
good and practical command that may take advantage of the quick access toolbar, is the „Launch
DIFFRACT“, but, basically, all commands can be attached to or detached from the quick access
toolbar.

Customizing, the easy way
To add a command to the quick access toolbar, perform a right click on the desired command on the
ribbon and choose the Add-command, as indicated below:

To remove a command from the quick access toolbar, perform a right click on the icon of the toolbar
and choose the Remove-command:

To display the quick access toolbar above or below the ribbon, open first the menu with a click on the
spin-button to the right of the toolbar and choose the apropriate command:
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Customizing, the full flavoured way.
More editing of the quick access toolbar can be achieved with the command „More
Commands…“ from the popup menu (opened with a click on the spin button of the toolbar), as
shown below:

Upon this, the following editing dialog box opens:

The left list contains all available commands and the right list displays the current content of the
quick access toolbar. By using the apropriate buttons, the right list can be modified (add/remove
items, reset list, changing order of the items etc.)
As can be seen in the picture, the dialog box reflects the grouping of the commands, hence one must
first select the group of the desired command with the combo-box on top of the command list:
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The Panes
The panes are dedicated child windows of the main frame, having special properties and displaying
specific data in very specific way. DiffractGUI offers several pane windows for using, which will be
described in more detail later. Here, a description of the common properties of the panes will be
given. The biggest advantage of the panes is their flexibility: their location and size can be modified
almost arbitrarily. Most of them can be docked to any side of the main frame window, they can be
stapled, colapsed or simply hidden, to save screen space.

Visibility State
Visibility of all panes can be controlled individually from the „Display“ panel of the „Main“-category:

The current state of all panes can saved anytime with the „Save State“ button in the registry.
„Restore State“ will rearrange all panes to the previously state and location.

Docking State
A docked pane is visible and located always on some edge of the main frame area.
Docked panes

Main frame area
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Floating State
Floating panes are just visible independent helper windows, they do not touch any border of the
main frame, but, if the screen size is big enough, they can be placed outside the frame too.

Auto Hide
Panes in auto hide state are docked panes usually not fully visible, but collapsed to a pane-label
displayed on the border to which they are docked. Every docked pane can be toggled between fully
visible and auto hide state by a click on the pin-needle button in its caption bar:
Pin-needle button

Expanded pane
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The panes expands automatically when the mouse is placed over panes label and left there for short
time. It stays expanded as long as the mouse is kept over the displayed pane and collapses again
automatically when the mouse leaves the pane area.

Collapsed pane

Stacking
An arbitrary number of panes can be stapled (stacked) on the same place of the screen, reducing the
space needed to display them. Within the stack, a pane can be made visible with the pane selecting
tabs that appear automatically at the bottom of the pane stack frame.
Three panes stacked in same window (Text View, Graph View and File View):
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Pane selecting tabs

Same panes not stacked, but docked individually:

Docking to different sides
The docking border or state can be changed by a drag-and-drop procedure with the mouse. A pane
can be grabbed with the mouse by positioning the cursor on the pane caption, pressing down the
left mouse button and keeping it down. When the mouse is moved (still keeping the left button
down!) then the pane gets first undocked (enters the floating state and moves with the mouse
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cursor) and then a set of docking buttons will appear on the screen, indicating all permissible docking
sides:
Pane caption

Docking buttons

Moving the mouse over one of the displayed buttons and releasing the left button will determine the
pane to get docked to the specified place.
If the mouse cursor is not inside one the displayed buttons when the left button is released, then the
grabbed pane enters (in fact remains) the floating state.

During the mouse hovering over a docking button, the area of the screen that will contain the pane
(upon releasing the left mouse button) will be shown in a darker color:

Pane will apear here …

… if mouse released here.

Final appearance, upon the above procedure:
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Usually, the docking buttons that appear offer all possible docking positions. However, it may happen
that specific panes are not allowed to dock on specific places. In this case, the docking buttons will
simply not be displayed for that position, thus prohibiting the operation.

Stacking more panes into one pane-window
To join the grabbed pane to another pane (building this way a stack of two panes) or to join to an
already existing stack of panes, release the mouse button (drop) over the center of the specified
docking button:
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Drop here to throw the
pane over the existing
other pane (or stack)

The final appearance is displayed here:

Please notice the new pane-selecting tabs that are inserted at the bottom of the pane area. They
may be used to switch between the stacked panes.

The Pane Windows
DiffractGUI2012
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The previous chapters gave a general introduction to the panes, describing how to rearrange them
on the frame window.
This chapter will give a more detailed description for all panes used in DiffractGUI.

The Caption Bar
The caption bar appears always below the ribbon (on top of the working window) and cannot be
placed otherwise (it can be only hidden). Its content depends on the currently active view, the
following pictures shall give some examples:

Noticeable the button to right, which may enable different tasks, depending on the current view. For
example in the WorkbenchView and GeoSysView it opens the edit parameters dialog for the
currently selected item (surface or command icon).

The Status Bar
The status bar is similar to the caption bar, but it appears always on the bottom of the working area.
Currently, it displays the same information as the caption bar. However, it can be made
visible/hidden independently of the caption bar, hence, one has the choice to view the information
on top or bottom of the working window. Another difference is that the status bar does not contain
any buttons, in contrast to the caption bar or other panes.
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The Navigation Pane
The Navigation pane appears always docked on the left border of the main frame window. It can only
be hidden, but not moved, stacked or floated. It contains two tools: the working directory and the
explorer tool, as indicated in the following picture:

The explorer tool is for convenience, and gives the chance to navigate through the file system of the
computer without leaving DiffractGUI. It uses the functionality of the operating system, hence, all
actions that are possible with the Windows Explorer can be done with te explorer tool too (for
example, create new folders or remove files). Also for convenience, the explorer tool will
automatically select the current working directory (where the currently loaded command.dat is
located). The upper window will show the directory structure of the file system and the lower will be
display the files contained in the selected directory of the upper window. The name and path of the
selected directory is displayed in the label between the two windows.
The working directory tool lists always the files found in the current working directory. DiffractGUI
inspects every file and assigns it to one of the predefined type-groups (SESSIONS, PLOTS, BEAMS, etc)
or, in case the file type is inknown, just displays it without beeing attached to any specific type. This
offers a quick overview over the main files involved in the current simulation run. It should be noted
that the grouping of files in this tool does not group, move or change any file on the harddisk.
By performing a left doubleclick on a filename displayed in the working directory tool, depending on
the file type, a quick preview of the file is initiated. More concrete, the file content is displayed in one
DiffractGUI2012
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of the Text View, Plot View or Command Description panes. Binary files will be displayed as hexdump
in the Text View pane.

The Log Output Pane
The Performer Pane contains three text-boxes that display various messages generated during the
DiffractGUI session.

One may switch between them with the tab at the botton of the pane. The Activity-box will display
all kind of general messages, and is probably the most useful. The Performer-box will display only
messages generated during the run of a script in the PerformerView and, as the name suggests, the
Errors-box will display all error messages (and only error messages, in contrast to the Activity box).

A right click on any of the text boxes will create a popup-menu:

Similar to any other text box, portions of the text may be selected and copied to the clipboard with
the „Copy“ command. Additionally, to save memory space, the content of any of the boxes can be
deleted with the „Clear“ command.
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The Command Description Pane
This pane is a simple text viewer, capable to display documents saved in rich text format. Most text
editing programs (including Microsoft WORD) can save text documents in this format.

Its main purpose is to quickly bring up information for a given DIFFRACT command, being so
particularly useful for learning DIFFRACT or later to refresh details about seldom used commands.
For every DIFFRACT command, the displayed content is an excerpt from the DIFFRACT user guide.
From the combobox on top of the pane, one can choose the command for which information is
needed. If the Show Command Description option is enabled (as indicated in the next picture), then
the Command Description Pane will automatically refresh and display the description of the currently
selected command type, every time when a command icon of the Workbench is selected:
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In addition to the build-in documents, the pane can load and display other rtf-files from the working
directory. To visualize any rtf-file from there, just perform a left double-click on the file name in the
working directory tool of the navigation pane, as shown below:

Left double-click here …

… and view here

Hence, if any documentation rtf-files are available in the working directory, they can be brought up
and viewed easely. However, it should be noted that this rtf-viewer has not the full capabilities of a
commercial text-processing software, like Word. It can handle only basic rtf functionality, but this
should suffice to display appealing descriptions for a specific simulation setup.
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The Graph View Pane
The graph view pane is currently used as a container only for data generated by the Performerengine in the PerformerView. It can display an arbitrary number of curves, and should be used from
within performer-scripts, to display various curves:
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The Plot View Pane
This pane serves to preview the content of plot, distribution or mask-files as used or generated by
DIFFRACT. The file can be chosen with a left double-click in the navigation pane, in the working
directory tool from the PLOTS, BEAMS or MASKS groups:

For convenience, in case of plot-files, the combo-box on top of the pane will be automatically filled
with three filenames (for X, Y and Z) , hence making it easy to choose the corresponding plot. If the
loaded file is a beam (*.dst) or mask-file, one can choose the displayed data with the buttons labelled
Ax, Px, Ay or Py, standing for x-amplitude, x-phase, y-amplitude, y-phase. The Ay and Py buttons are
made available only if the file happens to contain corresponding data.
Another usage for this pane is to view data generated by the Performer-engine in the
PerformerView. More concrete, this pane can display the content of matrices and plots used there,
with the DISPLAY_PLOT or DISPLAY_MATRIX command (please read the corresponding chapter, for
more details).
The displayed file or data is not changed by any means in this pane.
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The Text View Pane
This pane serves to display the content of any specified file as text. The file can be chosen with a left
double-click in the navigation pane ( in the working directory tool) or from the PerformerView with
the DUMP_FILE command. Every file is investigated to decide if it contains non-ASCII characters or
not, to decide if it is a binary-file or not. Non-binary files will be displayed as plain text:

If a file is found to contain non-ASCII characters, it is displayed as a hex-dump:

To avoid prohibitive processing times for very large files, the dump is limited to a certain amount of
bytes (currently 100000 bytes), counted from the beginning of the file.
It should be noted, that the file itself does not suffer any changes.
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Changing Appearance Style
The graphical appearance of the control elements can be chosen with the Style-combo box on the
right of the ribbon categories tab bar:

The pictures give samples for every available style. It should be noted, that the functionality is not
affected by these graphical changes.
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As an example for the Blue style, which is missing here, please view the first screen shot in the
general description at the beginning of this chapter.
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